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Small business owners’ (SBOs) confidence economy will improve
in the year ahead jumps from six months earlier
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SBOs are less concerned with a variety of economic factors
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Hiring plans drop to lowest
level in five years, employee
retention plans grow
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48% expect their revenue
to increase in the year ahead

plan to hire in the year
ahead, compared to
25% in fall 2016
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plan to keep the number of
employees the same in the
year ahead, compared to
64% in fall 2016
56% plan to grow their business
over the next five years
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Running a business is four
times more stressful than
raising children
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What is most stressful to you?
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Managing my business

Raising children
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Despite working long hours, many fulfilled with flexibility
Level of satisfaction with the following:
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Entrepreneurs taking an
innovative action within
the past two years have:

Majority of SBOs happy with worklife balance, but some cite barriers
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…of the 18% who are out of balance,
the top roadblocks include:
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Looking to the future: Top predictions for small businesses in 20 years
More
offices will
be virtual
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Tech sector small business owners

Snapshot of SBOs around the country

Boston
Least likely to care about
having a work-life balance

San Francisco
Most likely to use loan
funding to invest in employee
training and development

Chicago
Most concerned about
health care costs

Los Angeles
Most likely to say technology is
the most important contributor
to business innovation

New York

Most likely to say that running
their business is “exhilarating”

Greater Washington
Dallas/Fort Worth
Most likely to say they plan to grow
their business over the next five years

Houston

Atlanta
Most likely to have
had a nightmare about
their business failing

Most confident that the local
and national economy will improve
over the next 12 months

Most likely to say they are “ahead
of the curve” with innovation

Miami
Most likely to feel like they
have a work-life balance

GfK Public Communications & Social Science conducted the Bank of America Business Advantage Small Business Owner Report for spring 2017 online between
February 21 and March 19, 2017 using a pre-recruited online sample of small business owners. GfK contacted a national sample of 1,001 small business owners in
the United States with annual revenue between $100,000 and $4,999,999 and employing between 2 and 99 employees. Additionally, a total of 300 small business
owners were surveyed in 10 target markets: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas/Fort Worth, Houston, Los Angeles, New York, Miami, San Francisco and Washington, D.C.
An oversample of 150 interviews was also completed among respondents in the technology and medical/health care fields. The final results were weighted to
national benchmark standards for size, revenue and region.
Previous waves of the Small Business Owner Report before 2016 were conducted by telephone, and
while best efforts were made to replicate processes, differences in sample, weighting and method
suggests caution when making direct statistical comparisons to results from previous years.

